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REPORTS 

Le Theatre du Soleil's Les Atrides 
Robert Bethune 

It is hubris, hubris unmistakable, hubris of the highest order, yet 
the gods hurl no thunderbolts, the seas do not rise, and indeed, like the 
plowman in Brueghel's famous painting of the fall of Icarus, much of the 
world goes on as it always has, paying little regard to astonishing theatri- 
cal audacity. Ariane Mnouchkine and her Theatre du Soleil do not merely 
attempt the Oresteia of Aeschylus. Unsatisfied with such mundane daring, 
they add the Iphigenia at Aulis of Euripides, turning the trilogy into a tetra- 
logy that plays out over ten hours of performance divided between two 
days. In essence, Iphigenia and Agamemnon become Act One, with The 
Libation Bearers and The Eumenides as Act Two, of a play called Les Atrides 

(The House of Atreus), an enormous, Gulliverian drama at which we Lilli- 
putians stand aghast. They then compound their daring by drawing on 
the widest possible range of the world's performance traditions, creating a 
style of performance, design, and staging of a special richness to comple- 
ment the breadth of their vision. The question is: after one overcomes the 
forcible sense of wonder at what has been done, what comes of it? When 
one wakes the morning after, what is there to remember and respect of the 
brilliant doings of the night? 

They are not alone in their challenge to the gods. We of the theatre 
of the modern world are troglodytes of a peculiarly Platonist order. Bury- 
ing ourselves in the inner darkness, turning our backs on the outer world, 
we go to the depths of a cave and watch the shadows we ourselves throw 
upon the walls by a light which must be of our own making, for we care- 
fully and purposefully exclude the sun. How unlike the Greeks we are! 
They played in the open air, with the sky and the sea for backdrop, with 
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the sun for light, with the sounds of the natural world for obbligato. We 
crawl into a cavern and close it in behind us, turning our backs on the 
world as we try to find ourselves. This, too, is hubris. Has the lightning 
already struck without anyone yet noticing the fact? If so, the gods must 
be even more terribly annoyed. 

The Park Slope Armory in Brooklyn, temporary habitation of 
Ariane Mnouchkine and her Theatre du Soleil, is a troglodyte's paradise. 
Approaching it, it is evident that someone was apparently allowed to 
indulge an architectural fantasy worthy of Fidelio, creating a solemn pile 
of brick in the manner of a Scandinavian dungeon. Idling beneath its 
massive walls while waiting in a block-long line for admittance creates 
humility in one's own insignificant mass. To enter is to plunge into inner 
darkness, stumbling blindly ahead in the direction brusquely indicated. 
Mercifully, the human eye has vast powers of adjustment; blinking and 
peering about, what is there to see? A cave. An architectural, not a natu- 
ral, cave to be sure, but the arched roof, the vast floor, and a huge, quies- 
cent mass of air calls out the inner troglodyte as surely as would stalactites 
and the slow drip of subterranean streams. 

In short, it's damn big and damn dark in here. What light there is 
draws the eye first to the glittery scaffolding dead ahead. The mind whirs 
and clicks as it settles on the idea of seating; assured by sudden certainty, 
we realize that the little clumps of people just ahead in the darkness are 
having their tickets torn as they pass the openings in the utterly incongru- 
ous plush roping. 

Ambling toward the ramps that slope toward the rear and up the 
sides of the scaffold, the eye is suddenly drawn to another light: a sort of 
sketch of a building, all frames, a see-through storehouse without roof or 
walls on a raised platform, lit by little lanterns hung off the roof-frames or 
set on low tables. (See Color Plate 5.) Costumes, props, masks, makeup, 
boxes, cushions, fabrics, weapons, jewelry-a profusion of mysteries- 
are hanging, lying, set, folded, tossed, arranged, and piled, blending into 
a magic theatrical bazaar. Strange beings sit, stand, and move about, 
arranging extracts of this theatrical phantasmagoria onto their bodies 
with the concentration and precision of brain surgeons. The crowd is held 
back by more plush rope and further constrained by the narrow space 
between the actor's area and the back of the seating scaffold. The crowd 
is reticent and exudes embarrassment. Very few of the cameras visible 
around various necks are in action, though there is an occasional burst 
from a flashgun wielded, one maliciously suspects, by somebody guilty of 
aggravated theatrical research. 

The effect is distinctly zoological-reminiscent, simultaneously, of 
Madame Tussaud's and of windows in the red-light district of Amster- 
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FIGURE 13. Overhead view of the dressing area for Les Atrides at the Park Slope 
Armory, Brooklyn, 1992. (Photo: Samuel L. Leiter.) 

dam. The hidden art of the actor is preparation; here that preparation, 
normally private, is suddenly and uncomfortably public. Do these actors 
like it? If they don't like it, do they just do it anyway? Mnouchkine 

emphatically says that the company prefers it this way, that it gives them a 
time of peace and communion with the public, "a moment of shared 
childhood." (See Color Plate 6.) Observing their behavior, however, still 
raises the question: is it merely intense professional concentration, or is 
there also a certain layer of unease and perhaps a layer of denial of that 
unease? Is it really discomfort we're seeing, or are we just projecting our 
own anxiety? (See Color Plate 7.) 

Time presses. It is time to tear oneself away from the studied con- 
centration of the public preparations to answer the call of the seating. The 
tickets are for a section, not for a specific seat; the need to press forward 
into the genteel hurlyburly, to balance time, view, comfort, and availabil- 

ity, while making social judgments of prospective neighbors with extraor- 

dinary rapidity, becomes imperative. 
If the preparation area looks like an actor's bazaar, the musician's 

area stage left looks like a bazaar for ethnic instruments. All musical 
instruments are, of course, ethnic; only other people's instruments nor- 

mally merit the term, but here we see such variety that some of it will be 
ethnic no matter who you are. From some indefinable source, there is a 
sort of steady thrumming that waxes and wanes in a slow, regular 
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FIGURE 14. Actor Simon Akbarian (Orestes) in dressing area for Les Atrides, Park 
Slope Armory, Brooklyn, 1992. (Photo: Samuel L. Leiter.) 

rhythm, rather like the calm, steady breathing of a sleeping subway 
system. 

People appear in the musicians' bazaar as the entry doors are 
closed. One's sense is that of the crew coming on duty as the hatches are 

dogged down, a vast theatrical submarine leaning slightly forward as the 
whole edifice slips into the waters. The musicians fire up kettledrums in a 

rapid interlocking pattern like that of kathakali drummers, but duller, 
softer, more blended, and more menacing, because the padded sticks 

produce a far slower wavefront and the sounds therefore blend with each 
other. Kathakali drumming is an infectious call to action; this is like the 
distant hoofbeats of horses, evocative of an approaching destiny. Or at 
least that is how it comes across in a context of knowing anticipation of 

tragedy. The drumming ends, as it must, with a dark, reverberating cym- 
bal; the prologue commences and the play begins. 

With the first words of each play, there is a shimmer of movement 

among the crowd as hundreds of hands adjust the volumes on their ear- 

phones, turning the volume up, the better to hear the translation, or per- 
haps turning the volume down, the better to hear the actors. What would 
the voice of the plebescite say if someone were counting the votes? To be 

sure, the performance is in French and Faubion Bowers leaves enough 
pauses in his narration to allow the actors' voices to be heard, but, at the 
same time, there is something lost when attention is divided between an 
electronic voice in the ear competing with a human voice from the stage. 
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The stage is clean, bright, free, and uncluttered. It is of wood; the 
original at the Cartoucherie, Mnouchkine's space in Paris, was of stone. 
There is not a single angle on it that is not of ninety degrees; there is not a 
single line on it that is not straight. Everything is constructed for massive 
strength; if Atlas bore the world, this stage might be his shoulder pads. It 
is a space, not a setting; like a good poem, it does not mean, it is. One 
would, of course, have been rather surprised if it had been otherwise. Is it 
conceivable that one of the great avant-garde troupes of Europe might 
suddenly appear before us in a box set with wallpaper and knickknacks? If 
they did, would we not lift their poetic license? The high, solid walls, the 
brusquely rectangular shape, the handholds and footholds set into the 
walls at strategic points, the partition walls that divide each entrance from 
the open central plaza, clearly place the space in the category of the cor- 
ral, the corrida, the hockey rink, the wrestling ring, the jai-alai court, and 
the gladiatorial arena: a place where encounters happen, where blood 
might be spilled. 

There are two gates at the back. The inner gate has the same form 
and texture as the walls; indeed, it has a sort of protective coloration that 
makes it blend with them except when it opens and closes. Beyond the 
inner gate is a much taller version, almost a match in color and texture to 
the background of stretched deep blue cloth surrounding the entire stage 
area; it, too, can open, to reveal a tremendously tall wagon that rolls for- 

FIGURE 15. Stage for Les Atrides, Park Slope Armory, Brooklyn, 1992. Note the 
musicians' area to the right. (Photo: Samuel L. Leiter.) 
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ward as if with a will of its own, sending a creepy shudder up the spine as 
ancient memories of juggernauts stir dimly to life. 

From time to time, a rampway glides massively out of an open 
space in the seating, licking up to the middle of the front edge of the stage 
like a dragon's tongue, thrusting an actor onto the stage with tremendous 
weighty momentum or plucking one off again as if into some unimagina- 
ble depth beneath the earth. Sometimes, indeed, it is the dead that are 
delivered up, the earth delivering corpses too terrible to absorb, thrusting 
them forth with those who killed them that the murdered may be dragged 
into the light of day by the murderers. 

When the chorus is to appear, thin ropes stir at the base of the 
wide, workmanlike gate at upstage center; the doors fly open, the music 
strikes up, and the chorus appears, dancing with vigorous, quick, light- 
footed folk skip-steps and low kicks, spilling forward out of the gate into 
geometrical patterns playing fives against threes and diagonals against 
rectangles. There is a pause; the voice of the chorus leader rings out 
through the sudden silence; the other members of the chorus remain still, 
reacting slightly to what their leader says, or perhaps remaining frozen. 
Those who react seem sometimes to agree, sometimes to rebel. 

Though generations of classical scholars have made decent livings 
quarreling about the niceties of tragic structure, for ordinary purposes the 
greater rhythms of a Greek play are reasonably predictable. Someone 
comes on, prologizes for a bit, and off we go to the first choral ode. There 
is then a rhythmic alternation of scene and ode, some odes being purely 
choral, others being an interaction between an actor or actors and the 
chorus. Mnouchkine intensifies the contrast between scene and chorus in 
every possible way except group vocalization. Scenes have a quiet, tense, 
slow rhythm like the breathing of a murderer; choruses have a festive, 
fast, vigorous spirit, either martial or celebratory as the occasion 
demands. 

In these productions, the chorus is regrettably silent. Mnouchkine 
said they tried to find a way to speak in chorus, but abandoned the 
attempt. It is sad to have seen such physical vigor and to have heard such 
skillful vocal performance as one sees in this company and then to be 
deprived of what could surely have been glorious ensemble music from 
such performers in a chorus. (See Color Plate 8.) 

Actors typically seat themselves as soon as possible in broad, sta- 
ble, yet tense poses, a physicality drawn from kabuki. When moving, they 
are nothing if not purposeful, focused very clearly down a definite spatial 
path leading them to wherever they may be going at the moment. The 
ebb and flow of movement across the stage is tidal, a seiche between the 
broad gate at the back of the stage and the dragon's tongue at the front. 
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Sometimes the tide, in the form of the chorus, bursts forth from the gate 
at the back as if the stage were the Bay of Fundy. 

The men are in broad, layered, skirted robes reminiscent of katha- 
kali, on the one hand, and of dervishes on the other. The colors, from 
white with a gray scarf through deep, earthy reds and golds to a majestic 
black, tease the mind with hints of other sources. The headgear plays the 
same trick, again throwing the mind toward India, then pulling it away 
again in some less specific direction: Baghdad? Samarkand? Or has this 

form, indeed, a home of its own other than here where we see it? When all 
is said and done, the game of "spot the influence" winds up with a score 
of Designers 5, Audience 2. 

The voices ring in the vastness, the high, clear, graceful, but tense 
modulation of the French classical stage. For all of us who have suffered 
through electronically reinforced performances in theatres seating as few 
as two hundred and fifty, here is the natural voice projected to an audi- 
ence approaching one thousand. The voices are always solo; the chorus is 
a dancing chorus only, mute save for the voice of their leader. 

In The Eumenides, the heavy, rough, yet warm wood of the stage is 
dressed with iron, old iron gratings with low doors like the gates leading 
down into tiger cages, kennels for some autochthonous litter of the 
hounds of hell. It is indeed hounds that issue up from them, great baboon- 

FIGURE 16. Curtain call for The Eumenides, final play in the Les Atrides tetralogy, 
Park Slope Armory, Brooklyn, 1992. The crouching figures are the Furies. 
(Photo: Samuel L. Leiter.) 
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like canids with wonderful arching crests and heavy, prognathous faces. 
One in particular sticks in my memory, his crest arching up from his fore- 
head, a dark and brooding intelligence filtering out from his sunken eyes 
and heavy jaw. When he has puppies, I want one. 

These hounds of hell are led by three Furies, old crones straight 
from the Macbeth of your nightmares, bent, twisted bag ladies from the 
dawn of time. At play with these creatures for the life, body, and soul of 

Orestes, we have the Apollo of Shahrokh Meshkin Ghalam, tall, shining, 
brilliant, arrogant, careless both of human feeling and of ancestral pride. 
Simon Akbarian's Orestes is a broken man, haggard, filthy, dragging a 

weary life through the gray wastes of unbroken suffering, every agony 
written with a knife into his face. Above it all presides the Athena of-a 

daring doubling-Juliana Carneiro da Cunha, a gentle, troubled goddess 
in a blaze of scaldingly intense white light produced by at least 120 high- 
intensity sealed-beam lamps in two banks, each emitting the brilliance of 
a massive array of Roman candles. The lighting is intense, but her spirit 
is soft, a touching contrast to her Clytemnestra. She is the goddess of wis- 
dom, yet her wisdom does not consist in having all the answers. Rather, 
she shows a yearning faith in the ultimate feasibility of justice. 

Certain of these performers have a chance given to few: to play the 
same character in four different plays. In particular, Juliana Carneiro da 
Cunha plays Clytemnestra, alive and dead, in each of the four. I think 
any director who works with this material must feel a temptation to find a 
big, powerful, domineering woman to play Clytemnestra; here Mnouch- 
kine has found a different kind of dangerous woman-small, cold, quick, 
and cunning, her hatred a cross between cat and viper. It is for her that 
Mnouchkine added the Iphigenia; only when we have seen the terrible vio- 
lation inflicted upon her by Agamemnon and the other men can we find it 
in our hearts to understand the spirit of revenge that chokes her bed with 
the bloody bodies of her husband and his trophy woman, Cassandra. It is 
a murder that nearly kills the murderer; as she drags the bed with the life- 
less, bloody bodies off the moving ramp onto the stage, it is the last act of 
a tortured soul at the end of her strength, not the gory triumph of a victo- 
rious monster. 

According to Mnouchkine, who engaged in several postperform- 
ance discussions with the audience,1 the first three plays of Les Atrides- 
Iphigenia at Aulis, Agamemnon, and The Libation Bearers-were prepared 
over a period of some thirty weeks, at which point, as she said, "The 
money ran out and we had to start performing." It was a year later that 
the fourth play, The Eumenides, was prepared over a period of some three 
months. There is a clear difference between the last play and the other 
three, but it is distinctly a difference of degree rather than of kind. 

Before losing all trace of sober judgment in the face of admiration 
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FIGURE 17. Ariane Mnouchkine during a postperformance discussion with the 
audience, Park Slope Armory, Brooklyn, 1992. (Photo: Samuel L. Leiter.) 

for rare work, one must acknowledge the brute fact that this company is 
not the be-all and end-all of acting. Their vocal work is very fine, though 
some are clearer and more expressive than others. Their physical work is 
very fine, as well, though some are definitely less dynamic than others. 
They can be repetitious in an insignificant, boring way rather than a way 
that opens fresh visions. What they have that makes them special is a cer- 
tain vivid, yet centered, intensity of concentration. 

That quality comes most sharply to life in one of Juliana da 
Cunha's entrances as Clytemnestra in Iphigenia at Aulis. The chorus 
already having burst onto the scene, the stage is full of their colorful, 
quickfooted, lively dancing. Clytemnestra appears at the back, mostly in 
black with touches of coppery red and metallic jewelry. She walks, stead- 
ily, slowly, and purposefully, through the movement and color around her, 
a point of cold darkness inexorably pressing forward. Her concentration 
of body and spirit on this simple act of walking forward pulls attention to 
her despite all the quickness and color around her. This kind of physical- 
ity is the essence of the style of these plays; it carries over into the vocal 
work as well, which has a similar quality of intensity, clarity, and concen- 
tration. 

For a company to develop any such characteristic element in their 
work, there must be a lengthy period of time in which they work together. 
This requires a level of organizational stability that is very rare outside of 
the subsidized theatres of Europe. Unfortunately, such conditions of work 
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are no guarantee of results. Some of these actors are much better able 
than others to be vividly alive within the constraints of the form they have 
adopted. Clearly, the formation of a troupe of international quality 
involves attention to processes of recruitment as well as processes of 

training. 
Yet Mnouchkine does not audition. Some people come to her com- 

pany through workshops, though she insists that her workshops are not 
meant for recruitment; some even come as beginners. "I can't imagine 
doing theatre without a stable company," she says, but offers no enlight- 
enment on how that stability is achieved. Her actors have been with her 
for varying periods of time, but apparently all have been with her for 
upwards of a year at the least. Is it only the Midas touch of subsidy that 
makes such continuity possible? 

According to Mnouchkine, all the actors try all the parts several 
times during the rehearsal period. Final decisions about casting can be 
made very late and, at least in some cases, can even be made by the per- 
formers; according to Simon Akbarian (Agamemnon and other roles), 
one performer may decide that another performer is doing superior work 
on a given role and turn over the part-an act of astonishing artistic 
honesty. 

They do not do general-purpose training; they do only what is 
necessary for the production in progress. Mnouchkine says that whenever 
they try to introduce general-purpose work, "Everybody starts having 
something else to do at that time." 

"I never want to demonstrate anything," she said. Some questions 
from the audience clearly showed an attempt to understand the perfor- 
mances as ritual, others as religion, still others as moral or political or 
feminist statement. There was a curious lack of questions from those 
attempting to understand them as theatre. Perhaps only those who did 
not understand the productions as theatre were so unsatisfied as to ask 
questions. 

Let it not be said, however, that this was theatre without meaning. 
The plays, after all, form a pattern of brutality; the peace Athena finds at 
the end is more like an armistice than a heartfelt rapprochement. 
Mnouchkine noted, "We have to forget the victims to have peace. .... 
The people we forgive are not the people who have been murdered." 

It is not, however, a matter of a message being conveyed by a visi- 
bly controlling act of interpretation. Meaning reaches us not through 
explicit statement, but through an attitude expressed in the performance 
but not of it; an attitude that what is being performed has particular 
meaning to those performing it, a meaning creating certain emotional 
responses in those performing that are allowed to appear in the work, not 
as an expression of a fiction, but as an expression of an attitude toward 
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that fiction. The attitude could be paraphrased as: "This counts" or 
"Attention must be paid to this." 

Well, then. To what must attention be paid? If any answer 
emerges clearly from Les Atrides, it surely must be connected to Mnouch- 
kine's decision to include Iphigenia at Aulis. Clytemnestra murders Aga- 
memnon because he uses their daughter Iphigenia as a human sacrifice. 
Presenting Euripides' play makes us witnesses to the act of ritual murder. 
When we come to the great trial scene in The Eumenides, we cannot belittle 
the claims of Clytemnestra and the Furies. The competing claims of 
wrong and revenge are seen in their full irreconcilibility. Athena's solu- 
tion, seen in this light, appears as an accommodation, not as a resolution, 
for neither the wrongs nor the revenge can be undone. It is a way for the 
living to go on living, not a way for the dead to be put to rest. As 
Mnouchkine says, the victims must indeed be forgotten if the living are to 
find peace. 

The question of a feminist message in Les Atrides came up during 
the discussions with the audience. The difference between the Oresteia 
alone and Les Atrides is that Les Atrides unloads the dice. In Les Atrides, suf- 
fering is unselective: both men and women kill; both men and women are 
killed. The abuse goes on until finally a way is found to stop it, but that 

way offers little to those who suffered most. The competing claims are 
placed on a level field, and our attention is turned not to a question of 
winners or losers but to a question of the ultimate feasibility of justice. A 
feminist perspective comes into play, but as a secondary motif. The pri- 
mary issue concerns the possibility of an end to endless killing and a ques- 
tion of what price must be paid to achieve it. The claims of gender against 
gender compete in a broader field defined by the claims of life against 
death; only through an accommodation on that ground do issues of gen- 
der come uneasily to rest, if indeed they do. It would be fair to say that the 
ultimate message of Les Atrides is that these conflicts do not come to rest; 
the demons within are tamable, but not killable. 

"I can't imagine theatre without a certain kind of ritual," 
Mnouchkine said. "I can't imagine life without ritual. That's what makes 
life difficult, when there is no ritual." One risks, of course, a digression 
into a nearly infinite murk by bringing in the R-word at all. But let us 
suppose, if only for the moment, that ritual involves a pattern which is 
understood to be recurrent. For Theatre du Soleil, Les Atrides is 
undoubtedly a ritual, a recurring pattern of symbolic action that infuses 
their lives with meaning through its nature as recurrent practice. For 
those of us at the Park Slope Armory those fine fall evenings, however, it 
could not have the same meaning it had for them. Our participation in 
the event was of a different quality than theirs. For us, the accoutrements 
of the performance that create an experience of ritual for them may 
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become mere trappings, or even peculiarities, not devoid of meaning but 
thinned of it. The recurrent nature of ritual brings it into conflict with the 
modern world, which rejects repetition in favor of novelty whenever pos- 
sible. A genuine ritual requires a commitment the modern world is too 
immature to give. 

Mnouchkine remarked, "Asia is important for acting. . . . The 
traditional theatres in Asia don't know that realism exists." For Mnouch- 
kine, that clearly is their strength, at least insofar as what they would 
seem to offer her: an escape from individuality into archetype, from rep- 
resentation into symbol, from surface into substance, from detail into 
principle. It seems, however, that in a work of this kind, there is a ques- 
tion begged, a debt unacknowledged. What will our world do with the art 
that has been created here? The brute fact is that it will be discarded. The 
arts drawn upon here are the products of ongoing tradition, both of prin- 
ciples and of practices: that which comes after is fed by that which goes 
before. The art produced here, however grand its scope, is for the occa- 
sion only, even if that occasion should last for several years. Our world 
produces in order to consume, not to perpetuate. When our culture 
begets, we eat our children, and so shall it be with Les Atrides. In our art, 
we have here no continuing city, and no act of theatrical fusion can give it 
to us if we cannot find it for ourselves. 

NOTE 

1. Comments attributed to Mnouchkine are from the discussion of Octo- 
ber 4, 1992. 
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